Understanding the Major Trends
that are Impacting Donors Today…
and Tomorrow!
How shifts in donor behavior are impacting nonprofit outreach

•

Planned giving professional for over 18 years

•

Primary concentrations include overseeing Stelter's consulting and marketing teams

•

Drives company research, innovations and helps find smarter ways for charities to
raise planned gifts

•

Has spoken at over 100 national and regional industry meetings on gift planning
marketing trends and cutting-edge donor and fundraising research

•

Quoted in Planned Giving Today, Advancing Philanthropy and other trade
publications

Nathan Stelter
President
The Stelter Company

•

Authors the highly successful Stelter Insights blog

•

Serves on the board for the National Association of Charitable Gift Planners

•

Past board member of the National Capital Gift Planning Council (Washington, DC)
and a current member of the Mid-Iowa Planned Giving Council

The HARD TRUTHS of Planned Giving
2/3 of “realized” planned gifts are unknown at time of receipt
Planned giving decisions are based on a donor’s timeline, not ours!
Donor’s decisions are 57% completed BEFORE ever reaching out to you
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Understanding
Today’s Donor
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What Does This
Mean For You?
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Why Are We Seeing
This Change?

IMPACT OF SHIFT IN

Demographics

Demographic Shift
•
•

PG largely grown on back of the Great & Silent
Generations
Boomers think differently, act differently

Matures (Born 1925-1945)
Matures Values:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Hard work
Fiscally conservative
Respect for authority and formal rules
High value for education
Value on the ‘greater good’ over themselves
Trust in charity

Boomers (Born 1946-1964)
Boomers’ values:

»
»
»
»
»

Optimism
Work ethic
Challenge the status quo:
“Never trust anyone over 30”
Explosion of Television and broader ‘access’
to information

» Personal gratification (The “Me” Generation)

Why Boomers?
» Comprise 39% of US adult population
» Control 80% of the wealth in the US
» Give 50% of individual philanthropic
giving

» Are one-third more generous

than Matures at the same age

» Will maintain wealth inequity for the
next 20 years (don’t retire at 65)

Generational
Similarities
Boomers (Born 1946-1964)
» Attach the same importance to
donating to charity

» Both volunteer with nonprofits at the
same rate

» No significant difference in percentage
by generation of those who have left a
gift to a nonprofit in their will

» Both concerned about outliving their
wealth

Financial Concerns
Plague
Boomers
Boomers
(Born 1946-1964)
» Boomers are first ‘sandwich generation’
» Less than half of Boomers believe they
will have enough money to meet their
financial obligations after retirement

» Both Matures & Boomers fear outliving
their savings — But for very different
reasons

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

The Digital Landscape

2018 Digital Use
Worldwide
Takeaway:

67%

53%

42%

Mobile

Internet

Social Media

The world is online
Total Population = 7.6 billion
Mobile users = 5.1 billion / +4%
Internet users = 4.0 billion / +7%
Social Media users = 3.2 billion / +13%

2018 Digital Use
In The U.S.
Takeaway:

105%

88%

70%

Mobile

Internet

Social Media

The U.S. is a mobile country
Total US Population = 326 million
Mobile subscriptions = 341 million
Internet users = 287 million
Social Media users = 230 million

95% Cell Phone
77% Smartphone
73% Desktop/Laptop

Digital
Technologies
Takeaway:

Look at the split of mobile vs.
desktop usage, this is why we build
mobile first.

53% Tablet
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65+

100

Internet Usage
in U.S.

50

25

Takeaway:

65+ is later to the game, but joining
very fast.

____________________
Pew Research Center
Source: Survey conducted Jan. 3-10, 2018. Trend data are from previous Pew Research Center surveys. Data on Internet use based on pooled analysis of all surveys conducted each year.
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How Often Do
You Use the
Internet?

Almost constantly

40

38

20

11

Several times a day

50

48

49

45

Once a day

4

5

13

17

Takeaway:

Several time a week

3

6

8

12

Less often

3

3

10

15

Being online is no longer a
planned activity. It is a part of
their daily life.

18-29

30-49

50-64

65+

% of U.S. adults who use the internet, by age

Which of the Following Activities Do You Participate in on a
Regular Basis? “Surfing the Internet”
General Population / 75%

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Matures

74%

80%

75%

67%

“Use the Internet to Research Charities that
I am Considering Giving a Gift”
General Population / 42%

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Matures

51%

45%

35%

27%

Who “Holds the
Keys” Now?

1/3 of Matures and Boomers are using
the internet to research charities they
are considering giving a gift

More than one-half of frequent donors,
and wealthier donors are using the
internet to research charities they are
considering giving a gift

IMPACT OF CHANGE WITH

Society’s View of NPO’s

Society’s View on NPO’s
•
•
•
•

Giving More to Fewer
“Giving” vs “Investment”
Dwindling Patience
Trust

Giving More
to Fewer

Planned Giving Considerations: Q: If you were to consider leaving
a gift to a charity in your will, which of the following would you be
likely to do?

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Matures

20% 100% to One Org.
54% Split Gifts
26% Would Not Give

15% 100% to One Org.
47% Split Gifts
38% Would Not Give

13% 100% to One Org.
39% Split Gifts
48% Would Not Give

13% 100% to One Org.
33% Split Gifts
54% Would Not Give

Gift Intention: Q: Of those who would split gifts, if you were to sign
a will in the next 6 months, how many charitable organizations
would you be likely to include?

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Matures

20% One
42% Two
29% Three
9% >Three

19% One
45% Two
27% Three
9% >Three

19% One
39% Two
30% Three
12% >Three

4% One
51% Two
32% Three
13% >Three

Views on Impact of Gifts
•

Nearly 7 out of 10 donors prefer to give to local
organizations over national or global nonprofits

•

Want their gift to make a meaningful impact on a
personal level

Donors Like to Keep It Close to Home
% donors indicating which type of organization they prefer to donate to
Local

National
60%

Donors
Millennials

50%
60%
66%

Boomers

63%

Matures

61%

Frequent Donators

Asian
Hispanic
<$500K

19%
11%

29%

5%

30%

6%

27%

12%

33%

62%

29%

51%

9%
9%

34%

49%

15%

28%

53%

23%

26%
60%
67%

$500K-$2M
>$2M

10%

30%

58%

White
Black/AA

30%
31%

Gen X

Infrequent Donators

Global

54%

21%

29%
27%

10%
6%

35%

11%

Gray boxes highlight the groups which are high across the types of preferred organizations

12404 Jackson, OH 45640
Tel 740-286-6685
Fax 740-286-6686
seohiofoodbank.org

Feed the Next Generation in Pike County
Dear Julie,
Thanks to you, the Southeastern Ohio Food Bank served more
than 17,000 people in your neighborhood.
Unfortunately, there’s much more to be done, and we need your
help to ensure we can be there to feed families in Pike County
who are struggling.
In this issue of our newsletter, you’ll learn about one of the
simplest ways to extend your support into the future. A gift in
your will or living trust is a flexible ways to help continue the
fight to end hunger in Pike County.
Thank you for all you do to support the Southeastern Ohio

23,000
people in Pike County
don’t have enough
food to eat.

Food Bank. Together we can improve the lives of Ohioans by
ending hunger.
Sincerely,

Mary Anderson

1 million

Planned Giving Officer

meals missed by hungry
families in the region.

P.S. Return the enclosed survey to learn more about how you

7,000 OF THOSE
ARE CHILDREN

can help ensure that children in Pike County don’t go to school
hungry.
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35,000
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people in Jackson County
don’t have enough
food to eat.
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meals missed by hungry
families in the region.
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88 Hamilton Avenue
Stamford, CT 06902

l Legacy
y

our philanthropic wishes

HAVE A GREATER IMPACT

Today and Tomorrow

ilies around the world

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Levy
Clifton Knls
12 Birchwood Dr
Clifton Park NY 12065-4815

AmeriCares Champions
Children in Africa

203.658.9500
americares.org

Create a Meaningful Legacy
at AmeriCares Today

way for you to support

Today and Tomorrow

Here are a few easy-to-implement ways to fulfill your philanthropic wishes
and provide lifesaving care to individuals and families around the world
though AmeriCares programs and services.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Levy,

est, works well for many

HAVE A GREATER IMPACT

97

A GIFT IN YOUR WILL

Let me begin with a heartfelt thank you. It’s because of the generosity of people
Africa is home to more than 34 million orphans.
Here
gift in
your
will
or improve
living trust,
as a bequest, works well for many
like you that Americares is able toAhelp
save
lives
and
the known
health of
is a snapshot of some of the assistance AmeriCares
has
of our supporters because it is a simple and flexible way percent
for you to
people
in need every day.
of support
expenses support
provided in recent years.
health
programs
AmeriCares without using any of your assets today. Youlocal
can add
a bequest
Health is the foundation of everything.
to your will in as little as one sentence, but that sentence has the power to

y. You can add a bequest

tence has the power to

ble, so you can give a

ersatility of a gift in your

mstances, balancing your

oved ones. Fill out and

ore information about

lives.
A bequest
Whether you live along the Bagto transform
River in the
Philippines
orisincompletely
<<CITY, customizable, so you can give a
STATE>>, good health is essentialpercentage
for strong,of
resilient
communities.
is The versatility of a gift in your
your estate
or a fixed This
amount.
why Americares is committed to delivering critical aid and medicine to people
will allows you to tailor your gift to fit your circumstances, balancing your
affected by poverty or disaster.
philanthropic goals with the future needs of your loved ones.
Fill out and
volunteer-led
medical
trips
supported
Many people do not realize that Americares
is the largest
of medical
return the enclosed
reply provider
card if you
would like more information about by
Americares in 2016
aid in the United States. Last yearhow
our to
health
partners
provided
patients
include
AmeriCares
in your
will across
or trust.
Course treatments of nutritional supplements
given
all 50 U.S. states and Puerto Rico with critical medicine, vaccines and supplies.
to orphaned and vulnerable children in Ghana.
Our latest newsletter highlights Americares important work to serve the
BENEFICIARY
DESIGNATIONS
uninsured and underinsured in <<STATE>>
and throughout
the United States.

neficiary of your

1,035

5,000

h typically entails filling

48,000

ares
lton Avenue | Stamford, CT 06902
Miller | 203.658.9634
@americares.org

180

ares.org/giftplanning

Fall 2015

Health facilities and
health care providers
given medicines,
medical equipment
and supplies.

You may also consider naming AmeriCares as a beneficiary of your
In addition, look inside for a special story from a recent medical trip that
retirement
plan, this
life insurance
or of
other
asset, which typically entails filling
Americares supported in the Philippines.
During
trip, a team
volunteers
surgeries performed
a simple
change-of-beneficiary
form.
cared for more than 3,000 people,out
including
a 12-year-old
boy who was
able to
by volunteer medical
walk for the first time because of the surgery he received.
professionals last year

7 million

You can help change the lives of people affected by poverty or disaster so that
they can
Units of medicine
andreach their full potential. Look inside to learn about a meaningful way
to support our programs and honor an important person in your life.

medical supplies given
to combat theIf spread
you are interested in the various ways you can extend your impact with a gift of
of
Ebola.
health,
please contact us. We would love to help you on your journey.
With gratitude,

Michael J. Nyenhuis
President and CEO

97%

of AmeriCares
expenses directly
support programs
and relief for
people in need.

6,133

shipments of medicine
and supplies in 2016, an
average of nearly 17 per day

$207

AmeriCares
88 Hamilton Avenue | Stamford, CT 06902
Malaine Miller | 203.658.9634
mmiller@americares.org

million

administration
P.S. After reading the enclosed newsletter,3%
return
the enclosed reply card to americares.org/giftplanning
overhead
request our helpful planning resource Howanddo
you want to be remembered?
value of medicine, vaccines

and supplies delivered in
2016 to U.S. clinics

T1R1

Fall 2015

Patience and Trust
Dwindling
•
•
•

Impact of news reports
Impact of Charity Navigator & Guidestar
Growth of Charity Water, etc…

Majority Indicate They Only Donate to Organizations That Give 100% of Their
Donation to The Cause, About 1 in 5 Totally Trust an Organization to Do So
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ng to End Brain and Eye Disease

hen you make a gift to
Lasting Legacies

one of the programs at

ocus Foundation, you

Alzheimer’s Disease Research
Macular Degeneration Research
National Glaucoma Research

F I N A N C I A L & G I F T P L A N N I N G I D E A S F O R F R I E N D S O F B R I G H T F O C U S F O U N D AT I O N

Autumn 2014

Gifts at Work
ng ourYourfight
to eradicate
Helping to End Brain and Eye Disease

W

hen you make a gift to

er’s disease, macular
one of the programs at

BrightFocus Foundation, you

are joining our fight to eradicate
Alzheimer’s disease, macular

degeneration and/or glaucoma.
Your support allows us to fund

PROV IDIN G H O PE

Because of the thoughtful generosity of people like you,
BrightFocus Foundation has been able to fund scientists to investigate
causes, treatments and possible cures of diseases through our three
programs—Alzheimer’s Disease Research, Macular Degeneration
Research and National Glaucoma Research. These programs have
provided funding for:

innovative worldwide research for

ation and/or glaucoma.
mind and sight, and to promote
better brain and eye health

through educational programs

MORE THAN

$87 million

and materials.

One out of every 16 Americans
over the age of 40 suffers from

in Alzheimer’s disease
research projects.

MORE THAN

$15 million

to scientists studying
macular degeneration.

MORE THAN

$24 million

to scientists studying
glaucoma.

pport allows us to fund
Alzheimer’s, macular degeneration
or glaucoma. Left uncured,

Leave Your Legacy

caregivers, communities and our

Join us in our commitment to slowing, preventing and treating brain and

nation will continue to experience

eye diseases. This newsletter focuses on ways you can continue to help

an increasing strain on social

us meet our current and future needs, as well as some of the benefits

and economic resources.

you can receive from your generosity. If you have any questions about

PR OVI D I N G HOPE
Because of the thoughtful generosity of people like you,
BrightFocus Foundation has been able to fund scientists to investigate
causes, treatments and possible cures of diseases through our three
programs—Alzheimer’s Disease Research, Macular Degeneration
Research and National Glaucoma Research. These programs have
provided funding for:

finding a gift option that fits your circumstances, please contact

ve worldwide research for
Barbara S. Spitzer at 1-800-437-2423 or bspitzer@brightfocus.org.

I NSI DE ∞ You Have the Power to Help Us Save Mind and Sight page 2
∞ Who’s on Your Shopping List? page 4
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Generation
Shift

Advances in
Technology

Fair or Unfair
Views on Charity
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Understanding
Today’s Donor

THE

66% vs. 34%

Annual Giving Unfairly Sets Expectations
ANNUAL GIVING

ISSUE

PLANNED GIVING

Many

Number of Viable Prospects

Few

High

Known Activity

Very Low

Low

Donor Cost of Entry

High

Few

Number of Stakeholders

Many

Individual Donor

Decision Maker(s)

Multiple Individuals

Self-Service

Completing the Gift

Requires Professional Assistance

Cost Per Lead

ROI Measurement

Cost Per Lead

The Typical
Donor
Pyramid

Bequests
Lead Donors
Regular Major Donors
First-time Major Donors
Ongoing Annual Donors
First-time Donors
Prospects

The Donor
Vortex
Individual

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_permanent_disruption_of_social_media
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Measurement of Engagement
& Ability to Inﬂuence Others

21%
59%

•
•
•

20%

41% of your planned
giving donors may
not be on your radar

10+ years of consistent giving
Less than 5 years of giving
Never made a gift to the charity

Source: Stelter Donor Insight Report, “What Makes Them Give,” 2012

The Donor Decision
Making Process
Donor Gift Decision

Donor First Contact
with Organization

Donor Due
Diligence Begins

The Donor Decision
Making Process

57%
Complete
Donor Gift Decision

Donor First Contact
with Organization

Donor Due
Diligence Begins

THE

“Self-Directed” Consumer
Donor
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STRATEGY
NFP Controls Conversation

Donor-Centric

Donor-Driven

By making a gift in the name of a special person, you
can create a lasting tribute that supports our work.

Give From the Heart
With a Tribute Gift

Why Choose a Planned Gift?
When you support our organization with a gift in your will or living trust, or through a beneficiary
designation, you join a visionary group of donors who have discovered the benefits of this type of
giving. These benefits include:

2505 University Boulevard
P.O. Box 2230

• Flexibility. You are free to alter your plans at
any time.
• Versatility. You can structure your gift in

• Safety. You retain control over your assets
should you need them during your lifetime. Also,
with a gift of your estate residuary (what remains

different ways: a specific amount of money,

after individual gifts, taxes, debts and final

piece of property or percentage of your estate

expenses are satisfied), you can be sure that your

(to ensure that your gift remains proportionate

loved ones receive what you intend before our

to your estate size).

organization receives a gift.

Ames, Iowa 50010-2230
Toll-free: 800.621.8515
www.isugift.org

Getting Started
There are many ways you can remember a loved one. We would be happy to explore the options
that can be most beneficial to you—and to discuss how your gift can preserve our organization’s
future. Please contact us today.
INB56-A

E printed on recycled paper
The information in this publication is not intended as legal or tax advice. For such
advice, please consult an attorney or tax advisor. Figures cited in examples are for
hypothetical purposes only and are subject to change. References to estate and
income taxes include federal taxes only. State income/estate taxes or state law
may impact your results.

Pyramid vs.
Vortex?!

Change in
Decision Making

Now and
Tomorrow
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What Does This
Mean For You?

UNDERSTANDING THE

Tactics and Tools

Marketing Drivers

Direct
Mail

Targeted
Mail

Educational
Email

Targeted
Email

Mail & Email
Survey

Marketing Destinations

Collateral

Landing Page

P/G Website

Social

Targeted Email

A Coupon to Your
Favorite Restaurant
The marketer knows a little about your
interests and is enticing your to connect

Educational Email

Magazine Cover
To sell what’s inside and to inspire
further reading

Targeted Email

Educational Email

Targeted Email

Educational Email

Social Media

Billboard
For instant brand recognition and a
quick connection

Planned Giving Website

Library of Information
A choose-your-own adventure journey
where the donor selects how they browse,
an infinite resource

Make Your
Planned Giving
Website a Donor
Experience

Landing Page

Your Friend’s
Facebook Page
Took an action to get from your wall to
their page—you wanted to see all the
family pictures

Landing Page

Focus Your Message

Importance of Estate Planning Documents

Women
45% Very Important
30% Have a Will

Men
41% Very Important
35% Have a Will

Make It Personal

@Name@
@Street2@
@Street@ @Unit@
@City@ @State@ @Zip@ @Zip4@

Dear Salutation,
The holidays are quickly approaching; the season when families gather and
children dream big. For many people living in America, it’s a time of abundance—
it's also a time of waste.
During the holidays and year-round, an enormous amount of food is wasted in
the United States. The food supply chain alone wastes about 72 billion pounds
of healthy food each year. This, while 42 million people struggle with hunger—
including [# of food insecure persons] people living in [state]. So while you may
not realize it, you likely know someone who doesn’t have enough to eat.
You can help. This holiday season, give a gift from your will to Feeding America®.
At Feeding America, we’re working hard to end hunger—in [state] and
throughout the country. But a hunger-free America won’t happen overnight.
That’s why I’m asking you to make a powerful, long-term commitment to bring
nutritious food to people in need. Your future gift will fortify a network of more
than 200 foodbanks. And you’ll advance our food rescue program, which puts
nutritious food destined for waste into the hands of people facing hunger.
I hope you enjoy the enclosed issue of Fighting Hunger Today and Tomorrow,
which shows how you can help lift the burden of hunger for future generations.
Thank you for all that you do for Feeding America. You make our work possible.
Sincerely,

Jessica Noe
Senior Manager, Development
and Planned Giving
National Office
35 E. Wacker Drive
Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60601
tel 312.641.5593
feedingamerica.org

P.S. Do you know somone who feels
passionate about ending hunger in
America? Honor them with a gift from your
will. Learn more in our free guide, Give
From the Heart With a Tribute Gift. Simply
return the enclosed reply card today!

@Name@
@Street2@
@Street@ @Unit@
@City@ @State@ @Zip@ @Zip4@

Dear Salutation,

Personalized salutation

The holidays are quickly approaching; the season when families gather and
children dream big. For many people living in America, it’s a time of abundance—
it's also a time of waste.
During the holidays and year-round, an enormous amount of food is wasted in
the United States. The food supply chain alone wastes about 72 billion pounds
of healthy food each year. This, while 42 million people struggle with hunger—
including [# of food insecure persons] people living in [state]. So while you may
not realize it, you likely know someone who doesn’t have enough to eat.
You can help. This holiday season, give a gift from your will to Feeding America®.
At Feeding America, we’re working hard to end hunger—in [state] and
throughout the country. But a hunger-free America won’t happen overnight.
That’s why I’m asking you to make a powerful, long-term commitment to bring
nutritious food to people in need. Your future gift will fortify a network of more
than 200 foodbanks. And you’ll advance our food rescue program, which puts
nutritious food destined for waste into the hands of people facing hunger.
I hope you enjoy the enclosed issue of Fighting Hunger Today and Tomorrow,
which shows how you can help lift the burden of hunger for future generations.
Thank you for all that you do for Feeding America. You make our work possible.
Sincerely,

Jessica Noe
Senior Manager, Development
and Planned Giving
National Office
35 E. Wacker Drive
Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60601
tel 312.641.5593
feedingamerica.org

P.S. Do you know somone who feels
passionate about ending hunger in
America? Honor them with a gift from your
will. Learn more in our free guide, Give
From the Heart With a Tribute Gift. Simply
return the enclosed reply card today!

@Name@
@Street2@
@Street@ @Unit@
@City@ @State@ @Zip@ @Zip4@

Dear Salutation,

Personalized salutation
Number of food insecure people

The holidays are quickly approaching; the season when families gather and
children dream big. For many people living in America, it’s a time of abundance—
it's also a time of waste.
During the holidays and year-round, an enormous amount of food is wasted in
the United States. The food supply chain alone wastes about 72 billion pounds
of healthy food each year. This, while 42 million people struggle with hunger—
including [# of food insecure persons] people living in [state]. So while you may
not realize it, you likely know someone who doesn’t have enough to eat.
You can help. This holiday season, give a gift from your will to Feeding America®.
At Feeding America, we’re working hard to end hunger—in [state] and
throughout the country. But a hunger-free America won’t happen overnight.
That’s why I’m asking you to make a powerful, long-term commitment to bring
nutritious food to people in need. Your future gift will fortify a network of more
than 200 foodbanks. And you’ll advance our food rescue program, which puts
nutritious food destined for waste into the hands of people facing hunger.
I hope you enjoy the enclosed issue of Fighting Hunger Today and Tomorrow,
which shows how you can help lift the burden of hunger for future generations.
Thank you for all that you do for Feeding America. You make our work possible.
Sincerely,

Jessica Noe
Senior Manager, Development
and Planned Giving
National Office
35 E. Wacker Drive
Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60601
tel 312.641.5593
feedingamerica.org

P.S. Do you know somone who feels
passionate about ending hunger in
America? Honor them with a gift from your
will. Learn more in our free guide, Give
From the Heart With a Tribute Gift. Simply
return the enclosed reply card today!

@Name@
@Street2@
@Street@ @Unit@
@City@ @State@ @Zip@ @Zip4@

Dear Salutation,

Personalized salutation
Number of food insecure people
State specific statistics

The holidays are quickly approaching; the season when families gather and
children dream big. For many people living in America, it’s a time of abundance—
it's also a time of waste.
During the holidays and year-round, an enormous amount of food is wasted in
the United States. The food supply chain alone wastes about 72 billion pounds
of healthy food each year. This, while 42 million people struggle with hunger—
including [# of food insecure persons] people living in [state]. So while you may
not realize it, you likely know someone who doesn’t have enough to eat.
You can help. This holiday season, give a gift from your will to Feeding America®.
At Feeding America, we’re working hard to end hunger—in [state] and
throughout the country. But a hunger-free America won’t happen overnight.
That’s why I’m asking you to make a powerful, long-term commitment to bring
nutritious food to people in need. Your future gift will fortify a network of more
than 200 foodbanks. And you’ll advance our food rescue program, which puts
nutritious food destined for waste into the hands of people facing hunger.
I hope you enjoy the enclosed issue of Fighting Hunger Today and Tomorrow,
which shows how you can help lift the burden of hunger for future generations.
Thank you for all that you do for Feeding America. You make our work possible.
Sincerely,

Jessica Noe
Senior Manager, Development
and Planned Giving
National Office
35 E. Wacker Drive
Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60601
tel 312.641.5593
feedingamerica.org

P.S. Do you know somone who feels
passionate about ending hunger in
America? Honor them with a gift from your
will. Learn more in our free guide, Give
From the Heart With a Tribute Gift. Simply
return the enclosed reply card today!

@Name@
@Street2@
@Street@ @Unit@
@City@ @State@ @Zip@ @Zip4@

Personalized salutation
Number of food insecure people
State specific statistics
State personalization
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Salutation,
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The holidays are quickly approaching; the season when families gather and
children dream big. For many people living in America, it’s a time of abundance—
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I hope you enjoy the enclosed issue of Fighting Hunger Today and Tomorrow,
Sincerely,
which shows how you can help lift the burden of hunger for future generations.
Thank you for all that you do for Feeding America. You make our work possible.
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passionate about ending hunger in
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SEGMENT AND TARGET WITH

New Marketing Tools

Behavioral Marketing Defined
“Behavioral Marketing leverages
known online user information
and behavior in order to deliver
a tailored message, offers
information to that user in a
timely and relevant manner.”

SPRAY AND PRAY

DONOR DRIVEN

SPRAY AND PRAY

DONOR DRIVEN

Simple Use Case

Simple Use Case

Simple Use Case

Simple Use Case

Behavioral Marketing

Would Amy Be On Your
Planned Giving Radar?
Graduated in 1990
Last Gift Date is 2013
Lifetime Giving <$2,500
Never Assigned

Behavioral Marketing

Never Miss a Planned
Giving Opportunity Again
Alumni Page
3 Minutes Reading
About Scholarships

Day 1

Alumni Page
3rd Visit To Read About
Scholarships

Day 20

Day 15

Planned Giving Page
Read Planned Giving
Email Directing to
Website

Planned Giving Page
Researched IRA
Charitable Rollover

Day 25

Day 22

Alumni Page
4 Minutes Reading
About Scholarships

Day 30

Planned Giving Page
Downloaded Multiple
Resources From Site

Behavioral Marketing

Behavioral Marketing

What Medium
Works for You?

Focus Your
Messaging

Be Open to New
Channels

1

2

3

Understand the
Change that IS
happening

The Donor
Pyramid,
Journey and
Decision
Making Process
are Changing

Understand the
Tools Available
and Look
Forward

Questions?
Nathan Stelter
President
The Stelter Company
nathan@stelter.com
800-331-6881 / blog.stelter.com

Additional Questions?
nathan@stelter.com

jen.lennon@stelter.com

www.stelter.com

stella@stelter.com

Additional Resources
The recording and the presentation slides

www.stelter.com/webinars

Thank you!

